Production of a new mechanism involves design, manufacturing and testing phases. In order to achieve shorter turn-around times, researchers have studied methods of shortening these phases. Today, structural tests and simulations conducted in virtual environments prior to manufacturing are a part of most of the standard production processes. However, in robot production not only the structural aspect of the mechanism but also its controller is required to be tested. This paper summarizes a versatile method to rapid prototype the robots in virtual environments to conduct controller tests. The verified controllers are then employed in actual robot prototype. The procedure is implemented in a gimbal-based joystick production process.
shows the "VR Sink" block parameter window when a two degree-of-freedom manipulator VRML is loaded. As seen in this figure, there are boxes next to some of the parameters that are left blank (unchecked) . The value of these parameters can be provided from the Simmechanics blocks continuously during the simulation. For example, the boxes for the center of rotation and the rotation amount about any axis can be checked, and; therefore, controlled during the simulation to rotate the part about that center in the VR screen.
After all the boxes are checked to represent the motion that the Simmechanics blocks are performing, the "VR Sink" block opens ports to interact with the simulation environment.
Connecting the necessary inputs from the Simmechanics blocks to these ports, the integration of visual representation of the mechanism with the Simmechanics blocks is completed.
As a last step before running simulations, simulation solver type and the time-step size need to be specified for customized use. Figure 5 shows the simulation parameter window. Gravity is also modeled in the environment to represent the outer world accurately and it can be switched on or off as required by the simulation scenario.
HARDWARE IN THE LOOP TESTS
Simulation studies can only provide knowledge of the controller performance up to a level.
The modeling uncertainties and errors play a role in divergence from the actual system's performance. The next step before building a prototype is the next phase of tests that integrate real-time hardware in to the simulation. These types of tests are called hardware in the loop tests.
The convenience of working with Matlab © during simulation phases is that this programming platform also allows hardware to be integrated in the simulation. In order to achieve this, the simulation is required to have communication with the hardware. Although Matlab © provides drivers for the most common data acquisition and motion controller cards, some cards need to have a driver to be configure to work with simulations. Nowadays, almost all the cards have their own driver written in C or its variations. The interface or the driver can be created for Matlab © using the driver files written in C programming language. The process of writing a driver is explained for the joystick in (Dede and Tosunoglu, 2006b) . The end result is a
Simulink block as shown in Figure 6 . The number of inputs and outputs can be adjusted according to the needs as the interface is written.
In this application, the interface is used to read encoder positions from the joystick In the application that is considered in this paper, Real-Time Windows Target is used to create the real-time code. After manufacturing a prototype of the gimbal-based joystick it is used in the identical limited-workspace teleoperation tests. The virtual replica of the joystick is used as the slave manipulator in these tests. The experimental setup is presented in Figure 7 .
Therefore, teleoperation controllers are evaluated in the hardware in the loop simulation The hardware in the loop simulation test procedure explained in this section can also be applied to custom simulator creation (Dede and Tosunoglu, 2007b) . Figure 10 shows another teleoperation system where at the instant only the master system is integrated to the system and the mobile robot (WiRobot DRK8000) is running in a virtual environment.
The next step is to integrate the mobile robot to the system. After the integration process, the production code is generated by Matlab © and this code is embedded to a controller card that works with data acquisition and motion controller cards.
CONCLUSION
Robot production is a tedious process that involves a controller design as well as mechanical part and mechanism designs. Numerical simulation techniques are widely used in the industry while prototyping a new product. This procedure saves time because tests are conducted even before building a prototype. In this paper, the same idea for designing parts is applied to building controllers for robots or any mechatronics application.
First, a modeling phase is explained to build a virtual prototype of a robot in CAD Pap, J-S., Xu, W., and Bronlund, J. (2005) 
